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dire mastery: discipleship from freud to lacan a of - 84 commentaries become more coherent, the analytic
situation wants to break the bonds of transference because, by so doing one comes to learn something important.
dire mastery: discipleship from freud to lacan - book forum amjpsychiatry 141:4,april 1984 599 ridicule,
defiance, denial, hubris, frozenness, boredom, and envy. itstands toreason thatlove,which offersthehopeof full
book talent and genius: the fictitious case of tausk ... - althoughÃ¢Â‚Â¬ dire mastery: discipleship from freud
to lacan - google books result talent and genius: the fictitious case of tausk contra freud.: 9780812902228: books amazon. talent and genius the fictitious case of tausk contra freud [by] k. r. tausk, viktor (18791919),
neurologe, schriftsteller und unthinking hamlet - springer - the english translation of franÃƒÂ§ois
roustangÃ¢Â€Â™s brilliant dire mastery: discipleship from freud to lacan appeared, in 1982. roustang argued
that psychoanalysis, as a training institution, had relied on positioning its teachers as subjects who did know. the
same could indeed be said of shakespeare studies, which has been locked into a very small number of
institutionalised paradigms since at ... the desire for disciples - euppublishing - tales of love and francois
roustang's dire mastery), but not by him. both kristeva's and roustang's discussion of the counter-transference, and
especially the latter's discussion of the master-pupi vicl (ane versad ) review: discourses of impossibility: can
psychoanalysis be ... - its syndrome of discipleship and oedipal filiations) continues to be the characteristic
repetition compulsion of psychoanalysis, what fran:ois roustang, in dire mastery, has summarized as a destin si
funeste.
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